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Criterion A: Language 

How successfully does the candidate command written language? 
• To what extent is the vocabulary appropriate and varied?
• To what extent are the grammatical structures varied?
• To what extent does the accuracy of the language contribute to effective communication?

Marks Level descriptor 
0 The work does not reach a standard described by the descriptors below. 

1–3 

Command of the language is limited. 
Vocabulary is sometimes appropriate to the task. 
Basic grammatical structures are used. 
Language contains errors in basic structures. Errors interfere with communication. 

4–6 

Command of the language is partially effective. 
Vocabulary is appropriate to the task. 
Some basic grammatical structures are used, with some attempts to use more 
complex structures. 
Language is mostly accurate for basic structures, but errors occur in more complex 
structures. Errors at times interfere with communication. 

7–9 

Command of the language is effective and mostly accurate. 
Vocabulary is appropriate to the task, and varied. 
A variety of basic and more complex grammatical structures is used. 
Language is mostly accurate. Occasional errors in basic and in complex grammatical 
structures do not interfere with communication. 

10–12 

Command of the language is mostly accurate and very effective. 
Vocabulary is appropriate to the task, and varied, including the use of idiomatic 
expressions. 
A variety of basic and more complex grammatical structures is used effectively. 
Language is mostly accurate. Minor errors in more complex grammatical structures 
do not interfere with communication. 
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Criterion B: Message 
To what extent does the candidate fulfil the task? 

• How relevant are the ideas to the task?
• To what extent are ideas developed?
• To what extent do the clarity and organization of ideas contribute to the successful delivery of

the message?

The “descriptor unpacked” explain the assessment criteria in greater detail. Where a candidate’s 
response does not correspond exactly to a single mark band, the statements in bold should be 
used as a guide for the ‘best fit’ approach. 

Marks Level descriptor Descriptor unpacked 
0 The work does not reach a standard described by the descriptors below. 

1–3 

The task is partially fulfilled. 
Few ideas are relevant to the task. 
Ideas are stated, but with no 
development. 
Ideas are not clearly presented and 
do not follow a logical structure, 
making the message difficult to 
determine. 

The link between the response and task tends to 
be unclear; the reader has difficulty understanding 
the message. 
The response touches upon some aspects of the task 
but there is also much unrelated information. 

The response addresses the task in a simple manner, 
and supporting details and/or examples barely feature, 
if at all. 

The ideas do not link well together; inadequate or 
inappropriate use of cohesive devices confuse the 
message.  

4–6 

The task is generally fulfilled. 
Some ideas are relevant to the 
task. 
Ideas are outlined, but are not fully 
developed. 
Ideas are generally clearly 
presented and the response is 
generally structured in a logical 
manner, leading to a mostly 
successful delivery of the 
message. 

The link between the response and the task is 
mostly detectable; the reader’s general 
understanding of the message is not impeded, 
despite some ambiguity. 
The response covers some aspects of the task, or 
touches upon all aspects but superficially. 

The response includes some supporting details and 
examples. 

The ideas are organized in a logical way; some 
cohesive devices are used appropriately to aid the 
delivery of the message, although there may be areas 
of confusion at times.  

7–9 

The task is fulfilled. 
Most ideas are relevant to the task. 
Ideas are developed well, with 
some detail and examples. 
Ideas are clearly presented and the 
response is structured in a logical 
manner, supporting the delivery of 
the message. 

The link between the response and the task is 
clear; the reader has a good understanding of the 
message conveyed. 
The response covers all aspects of the task, despite 
losing focus at times. 

The response uses supporting details and examples to 
clarify the message. 

The ideas are organized well; a range of cohesive 
devices are used appropriately to deliver the message 
with little or no ambiguity. 

10–12 

The task is fulfilled effectively. 
Ideas are relevant to the task. 
Ideas are fully developed, providing 
details and relevant examples. 

The link between the response and the task is 
precise and consistently evident; the reader has a 
clear understanding of the message conveyed. 
The response covers all aspects of the task fully, and 
maintains focus throughout. 
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Ideas are clearly presented and the 
response is structured in a logical 
and coherent manner that 
supports the delivery of the 
message. 

The response uses well-chosen supporting details and 
examples to illustrate and explain ideas persuasively. 

The ideas are organized well; a range of cohesive 
devices are used appropriately to deliver the message 
with clarity and ease. 

Note: When marking candidate responses, keep in mind that neither the factual accuracy of the 
information presented, nor the validity of the candidates’ personal opinions, are being assessed. 
Therefore, scripts that are factually inaccurate should not be marked down, provided the ideas 
presented have coherence and are sufficiently developed. 

Criterion C: Conceptual understanding 

To what extent does the candidate demonstrate conceptual understanding? 

• To what extent is the choice of text type appropriate to the task?
• To what extent are register and tone appropriate to the context, purpose and audience of

the task?
• To what extent does the response incorporate the conventions of the chosen text type?

Marks Level descriptor 
0 The work does not reach a standard described by the descriptors below. 

1–2 

Conceptual understanding is limited. 
The choice of text type is generally inappropriate to the context, purpose or audience. 
The register and tone are inappropriate to the context, purpose and audience of the 
task. 
The response incorporates limited recognizable conventions of the chosen text type. 

3–4 

Conceptual understanding is mostly demonstrated. 
The choice of text type is generally appropriate to the context, purpose and audience. 
The register and tone, while occasionally appropriate to the context, purpose and 
audience of the task, fluctuate throughout the response. 
The response incorporates some conventions of the chosen text type. 

5–6 

Conceptual understanding is fully demonstrated. 
The choice of text type is appropriate to the context, purpose and audience. 
The register and tone are appropriate to the context, purpose and audience of the 
task. 
The response fully incorporates the conventions of the chosen text type. 

Note: Examiners must balance all three elements in criterion C (choice of text type, appropriateness 
of tone and register, and use of text type conventions) to arrive at the final mark. 
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Question specific guidance (Criterion B and C)
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Appendix: Text type conventions (Criterion C) 
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Chinese B – Traditional version 

Chinois B – Version traditionnelle 

Chino B – Versión tradicional 
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Criterion A: Language 

How successfully does the candidate command written language? 
• To what extent is the vocabulary appropriate and varied?
• To what extent are the grammatical structures varied?
• To what extent does the accuracy of the language contribute to effective communication?

Marks Level descriptor 
0 The work does not reach a standard described by the descriptors below. 

1–3 

Command of the language is limited. 
Vocabulary is sometimes appropriate to the task. 
Basic grammatical structures are used. 
Language contains errors in basic structures. Errors interfere with communication. 

4–6 

Command of the language is partially effective. 
Vocabulary is appropriate to the task. 
Some basic grammatical structures are used, with some attempts to use more 
complex structures. 
Language is mostly accurate for basic structures, but errors occur in more complex 
structures. Errors at times interfere with communication. 

7–9 

Command of the language is effective and mostly accurate. 
Vocabulary is appropriate to the task, and varied. 
A variety of basic and more complex grammatical structures is used. 
Language is mostly accurate. Occasional errors in basic and in complex grammatical 
structures do not interfere with communication. 

10–12 

Command of the language is mostly accurate and very effective. 
Vocabulary is appropriate to the task, and varied, including the use of idiomatic 
expressions. 
A variety of basic and more complex grammatical structures is used effectively. 
Language is mostly accurate. Minor errors in more complex grammatical structures 
do not interfere with communication. 
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Criterion B: Message 
To what extent does the candidate fulfil the task? 

• How relevant are the ideas to the task?
• To what extent are ideas developed?
• To what extent do the clarity and organization of ideas contribute to the successful delivery of

the message?

The “descriptor unpacked” explain the assessment criteria in greater detail. Where a candidate’s 
response does not correspond exactly to a single mark band, the statements in bold should be 
used as a guide for the ‘best fit’ approach. 

Marks Level descriptor Descriptor unpacked 
0 The work does not reach a standard described by the descriptors below. 

1–3 

The task is partially fulfilled. 
Few ideas are relevant to the task. 
Ideas are stated, but with no 
development. 
Ideas are not clearly presented and 
do not follow a logical structure, 
making the message difficult to 
determine. 

The link between the response and task tends to 
be unclear; the reader has difficulty understanding 
the message. 
The response touches upon some aspects of the task 
but there is also much unrelated information. 

The response addresses the task in a simple manner, 
and supporting details and/or examples barely feature, 
if at all. 

The ideas do not link well together; inadequate or 
inappropriate use of cohesive devices confuse the 
message.  

4–6 

The task is generally fulfilled. 
Some ideas are relevant to the 
task. 
Ideas are outlined, but are not fully 
developed. 
Ideas are generally clearly 
presented and the response is 
generally structured in a logical 
manner, leading to a mostly 
successful delivery of the 
message. 

The link between the response and the task is 
mostly detectable; the reader’s general 
understanding of the message is not impeded, 
despite some ambiguity. 
The response covers some aspects of the task, or 
touches upon all aspects but superficially. 

The response includes some supporting details and 
examples. 

The ideas are organized in a logical way; some 
cohesive devices are used appropriately to aid the 
delivery of the message, although there may be areas 
of confusion at times.  

7–9 

The task is fulfilled. 
Most ideas are relevant to the task. 
Ideas are developed well, with 
some detail and examples. 
Ideas are clearly presented and the 
response is structured in a logical 
manner, supporting the delivery of 
the message. 

The link between the response and the task is 
clear; the reader has a good understanding of the 
message conveyed. 
The response covers all aspects of the task, despite 
losing focus at times. 

The response uses supporting details and examples to 
clarify the message. 

The ideas are organized well; a range of cohesive 
devices are used appropriately to deliver the message 
with little or no ambiguity. 

10–12 

The task is fulfilled effectively. 
Ideas are relevant to the task. 
Ideas are fully developed, providing 
details and relevant examples. 

The link between the response and the task is 
precise and consistently evident; the reader has a 
clear understanding of the message conveyed. 
The response covers all aspects of the task fully, and 
maintains focus throughout. 
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Ideas are clearly presented and the 
response is structured in a logical 
and coherent manner that 
supports the delivery of the 
message. 

The response uses well-chosen supporting details and 
examples to illustrate and explain ideas persuasively. 

The ideas are organized well; a range of cohesive 
devices are used appropriately to deliver the message 
with clarity and ease. 

Note: When marking candidate responses, keep in mind that neither the factual accuracy of the 
information presented, nor the validity of the candidates’ personal opinions, are being assessed. 
Therefore, scripts that are factually inaccurate should not be marked down, provided the ideas 
presented have coherence and are sufficiently developed. 

Criterion C: Conceptual understanding 

To what extent does the candidate demonstrate conceptual understanding? 

• To what extent is the choice of text type appropriate to the task?
• To what extent are register and tone appropriate to the context, purpose and audience of

the task?
• To what extent does the response incorporate the conventions of the chosen text type?

Marks Level descriptor 
0 The work does not reach a standard described by the descriptors below. 

1–2 

Conceptual understanding is limited. 
The choice of text type is generally inappropriate to the context, purpose or audience. 
The register and tone are inappropriate to the context, purpose and audience of the 
task. 
The response incorporates limited recognizable conventions of the chosen text type. 

3–4 

Conceptual understanding is mostly demonstrated. 
The choice of text type is generally appropriate to the context, purpose and audience. 
The register and tone, while occasionally appropriate to the context, purpose and 
audience of the task, fluctuate throughout the response. 
The response incorporates some conventions of the chosen text type. 

5–6 

Conceptual understanding is fully demonstrated. 
The choice of text type is appropriate to the context, purpose and audience. 
The register and tone are appropriate to the context, purpose and audience of the 
task. 
The response fully incorporates the conventions of the chosen text type. 

Note: Examiners must balance all three elements in criterion C (choice of text type, appropriateness 
of tone and register, and use of text type conventions) to arrive at the final mark. 
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Question specific guidance (Criterion B and C) 
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Criterion B: 
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ö÷ø¾ùÀÁk0-qãsÂ®;
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ÃÄ&$

42¿ËÖ)*�À3,)-Å4.�[Å/31·ò2�344)Ö&0ÅÆ4!Å/
31-.îö0Ç5¢65;$
$
FG$

!

$
ÿ!$

!

$
ýÛþÝ$$

!

Criterion B: 

• ÓBLÙÄENO0ÚÉQRSÅ/31-.îö0Ç5¢65W
• ÝÖYZ[¿ËÖ)*�À3�.�[Å/31-.0·ò2�W
• j·¾89YmnÅ/31-.îö0Ç5¢65W
• !nÇ5g65�3dáßY!n#à3þdonâà;

Criterion C: 

-qãsäåv$

-qãs ÛU
Appropriate FG$

$
w-qãsæ{�©É:��T+(3�a�×
Ø¡òÏ0�(3æ{)Ð'0�éîö;$

Generally appropriate ýÛþÝ$ w-qãs#üº�É:�§3�x�éîö3�
¦¦=ìí�µÕ©>è=0�é3Ð'0�é5
Ö&0ÅÆ;$

Generally 
inappropriate 

ÿ!
$

7@j¾ÄE8*4!3�5w-qãsæ{a�
#ÉU,0ú-3¦¦¿ÚÉ�BQR×$�n;$

��S����_`ÛU\±�0� ¡�é¢E03��Ð£ÓB¤{ÄE0NO3ïd
¦ÆÊ§yæðÎ0-qãsñòÊæðÎ3gÆÊ§y�æðÎ0-qãsñòÊ§yæ
ðÎ;$
$
�Þ¢�óv$
• x®¯°®�Þ¶$
• x®S�9dD*Éÿ.3a�òÏ¡îö0�ó¶°®S¿âÿ0EF34!¡
×GÅ/31-.îö0íÄ;$

ö÷ø¾ùÀÁk0-qãsÂ®; 
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Appendix: Text type conventions (Criterion C) 
$

¦Hò-qãsÉy:¢d;$0Â®NOS$
$

FG$

• ·<0ÄE$
• F80LM¡NOT�% $
• P#:=R�F80�óS$
• a�)>�òÏ0�;$
$

ÕÖ$

• U:��0?Äg²ÕW�$
• ×XSêºY?Ä¡Á(ÛUä$
• -²Z[ë\3�@AQ®RýBCD/ýÛþÝS¡�%¡Y(ä$
$

×Ø$

• ·<0?ÄbÄE$
• ��LM$
• _ù0cd)E¯3_`g¸×Øi($
• ¦��FG0m®3nU>�ø>$
$

ýÛþÝ$

• ¨Ý:¡oÝ:¡8Ä
• =HRoÝ:S
• qð0I-s¡t�¢uM
$

ÿ!$

• IJ?Òÿ!8Ä3<Ké¡÷L�ÃÇ$
• ÿ!ªz)¾{|}òÏ3nUKé0��Î$
• ~¯!3i��Qú-$
• Mºÿ!0�d3��SÊ�Q0+(5��Î¡Ê�QNOPò��Î$

$


